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Susan Hiller

London-based artist Susan Hiller is known for her innovative media works, many of which incorporate
elements of anthropology and psychoanalysis. One recent strain of her practice involves artworks that
pay tribute to other artists whose works reveal an influence of occult or paranormal ideas, such as her
ongoing Homage to Marcel Duchamp: Auras, 2008–, a collection of aura photographs, sourced online
and digitally modified; the work is inspired by Duchamp’s Portrait of Dr. Dumouchel, 1910, which shows
the sitter surrounded by colorful emanations. Here, she speaks about the aura works included in her
current exhibition, “Susan Hiller: Paraconceptual,” on view at Lisson Gallery in New York. The show,
which features a range of pieces made between the 1970s and the present, runs from April 28 through
June 10, 2017.
I LIKE TO STAND IN THE MIDST of the whirlwind, and show what’s out there and what’s denied. For the
most part, the artists in my homage pieces—such as Gertrude Stein, Marcel Duchamp, and Joseph
Beuys—did not emphasize that their work carried forward a whole tradition of occult knowledge, but they
referred to it and they used it, even when denying it. When Duchamp made his painting of Dr.
Dumouchel, he didn’t talk about clairvoyance or ancient beliefs in auras. He adopted the idea as a
painting device. I picked up on that and have contextualized it within our contemporary world, where more
and more people are attracted to this kind of reality. I know our culture is in denial about a lot of things.
Our hard-wiring as human beings probably prevents us from knowing a great deal about what is real, and
each language also sets limits. But every once in a while people experience breakthroughs.
My approach to all this is political. The politics has to do with a conviction that it’s only in moments of
liminality that anything new can come into being. Whether it’s an idea, a political action, an invention—it

originates where we function creatively. This is of course very important in art practice but also socially
and politically.
The desire to record and capture auras has two kinds of advocates. There are clairvoyants, who say they
see colored emanations around people, from which they can tell the health, temperament, and well-being
of the person according to the hues, brightness, or strength of the aura. And there is also the work of
scientists from the nineteenth century onward, which has led to today’s specialized aura cameras. These
don’t actually photograph auras, but they use computers to translate the electricity from a person’s hands
into unique colored patterns around their portrait.
I am interested in demonstrating the connections among supposedly unique “genius” artists, and I am
also interested in mapping out networks of the many people who are participants in the same kind of work
but don’t situate it within the discourse of art. For example: Not all the people who post their aura pictures
online want to be acknowledged as artists, but they do want to have those pictures seen. It’s interesting
that the subject dissolves in a cloud of colored light. On the one hand, the image has a history, and on the
other, it is enigmatically definitive of how we see ourselves in the digital age. You know, we are pixels;
we’re light.
— As told to Allison Young
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Lisson Gallery is proud to present the work of Susan
Hiller for the first time at its main gallery space in
New York.
About
The exhibition includes a selection of work from over four decades of her career focusing
on themes to which she has often returned, encapsulated in the title ‘Paraconceptual,’
which sites her work “just sideways of conceptualism and neighboring the paranormal.”

Hiller has committed her practice to examining the cultural undercurrrents of society and
its belief systems. Using a method she describes as “a kind of archaeological
investigation, uncovering something to make a different kind of sense of it,” Hiller probes
the unseen, unheard, unspoken and unexplained, and in the process has explored
subjects such as lost languages, telepathy, dreams and automatic writing. The exhibition
in New York will include the multi-channel video installation Psi Girls (1999), two rare and
rarely seen paintings from the 1980s, new aura photo-portraits, a recent installation of
holy water medicine cabinets from her ongoing Homage to Joseph Beuys series and a
sculptural work on automatic writing, Homage to Gertrude Stein: Lucidity and
Intuition (2011).
In Psi Girls, clips from five movies show adolescent girls performing telekinetic feats. Over
five large screens the girls exercise their fierce and concentrated gaze to move objects by
thought alone. Each part is tinted a different color and is at first silent, then joined halfway
through by the pulsating, seductive rhythm of a gospel choir. The effect is unsettling; the
soundtrack draws us into a dream-like daze, a suspension of disbelief, only to suddenly
shock us into distanced scrutiny by the loud ‘white noise’ of a blank television screen.
Then the sequence repeats itself, each scene now on a different part of the wall and in a
different fluorescent hue.
Hiller explores the fluid interrelation between the rational and the irrational. Her work is
often dialectical, placing contradictions within a creative synthesis, preferring to focus our
attention on the liminal areas in between the deadlock of incompatible meanings. In Psi
Girls she does not simply appropriate movie clips as ready-mades, but edits, collages
and compares them to tell their own story and comment on how altered states and
magical phenomena hold such a strong fascination in our culture.
Since 2008, Hiller has made a number of works in homage to other artists – including
Gertrude Stein, Joseph Beuys, Yves Klein, Marcel Broodthaers and Marcel Duchamp. A
little-known painting by Duchamp titled Portrait of Dr. R. Dumouchel (1910) inspired
Hiller’s aura works. In his painting, Duchamp illustrated the ancient belief in auras by
showing a field of mystical colors emanating from the sitter’s body. In Hiller’s series, she
presents a collection of reworked internet-sourced portraits of people who have been
scanned for their auras by photographic means. These electromagnetic projections
produce clouds of colored light, illustrating the individual’s personal energy field. While
we might typically associate auras with historical representations of saints, Hiller has
purposefully worked with ordinary people from a variety of cultures—describing their
images as “metaphors of the self in the digital age.” Hiller has made a new installation of
fifty aura portraits, After Duchamp (2016–17).

Interested in language and its layers of subliminal meaning, Hiller has experimented with
automatic writing since the early 1970s. This free-associational technique was adopted by
Dadaists and Surrealists, among others, to create writings or art with involuntary actions
and processes not under the rigors and discipline of the conscious mind. Get
William (1975/81), one of Hiller’s earliest experiments in automatic writing explores this
alternative mode of transmitting ideas and images, blurring the boundary between
consciousness and the unconscious. The desk and book sculpture Homage to Gertrude
Stein: Lucidity & Intuition (2011) functions as both a monument to the author and as a
selective library on the topic of automatic writing. Despite her early experiments with
automatic writing, she spent the rest of her life denying her interest, viewing her work as
deliberate and vigilant annotation. Hiller’s work excavates this ignored and suppressed
aspect of Stein’s legacy, and contextualizes it in this exhibition with an illuminated
collection of automatic writings and drawings From India to the Planet Mars (1999–
ongoing), produced by a wide range of people.
The exhibition also includes First Aid: Homage to Joseph Beuys (1969–2017), a display of
first-aid cabinets containing miniature phials filled with water taken from holy wells and
streams, which references both Beuys’s ability to endow ordinary materials with sacred
values and the potential healing power of art.
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A Conversation with

Witness, 2000. Audio-sculpture with 400 speakers, wiring, steel structure, 10 CD players, switching equipment, and lights, view of installation at Tate Britain.

BY INA COLE

A pioneer of multimedia installation art in the 1980s, Susan Hiller went on to create a complex body of work
that subverts our understanding of reality, offering an intellectual investigation into the darkest recesses of
the human imagination. Accepted arguments are swept aside as Hiller embarks on an enquiry into alternative modes of representation and explanation. Her multi-faceted use of materials and technology immerses
the viewer in a world of imagery and sound, creating an altered state of consciousness that questions the
very nature of existence.

interesting. At that point, I thought that being an artist was
impractical; but at university in the U.S., I took art courses to
keep up with it. So, my career as an artist was partially formed
by a vaccination of anthropology, but that doesn’t mean my work
is anthropological. It’s simply that my definition of art is anthropological, which leads me to be interested in certain things.
IC: Part of your practice involves recycling paintings into threedimensional forms or burning them and displaying their ashes
in glass cylinders.
Monument, 1980–81. 41 photographs, park bench, and audio track tape,
view of installation at Tate Britain, 2011.
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Ina Cole: You’ve lived in the U.K. since the 1970s, but what memories do you have of growing up in Florida, particularly in relation
to your early interest in anthropology and art?
Susan Hiller: I was born in Tallahassee but grew up in Cleveland,
Ohio, until my parents moved back to Florida, to Coral Gables. As
a child, I was always interested in art. My father, an amateur
painter, was very supportive, and I had a corner of my bedroom
set up as a workspace with art supplies. The anthropology came
in high school when I found a fascinating booklet by Margaret
Mead called Anthropology as a Career for Women. Mead, who
was responsible for the first generation of women anthropologists, offered the field in a gendered way that seemed terrifically
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Belshazzar’s Feast, 1983–84. Video program and installation, view of instal-
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lation at Tate Britain.

SH: There’s an idea that sculpture’s existence as an object is the
most important way to define it. My work isn’t committed to
objecthood in quite the way of traditional sculpture. With the
recycled works, I’m interested in how far you can go before something doesn’t exist materially anymore—it’s an investigation.
A few years ago, I was invited to participate in a conference on
Henry Moore at the Sainsbury Centre because of a shared interest
in ethnographic art, and I explained that my decision to leave
anthropology had taken place during a lecture on African art.
D.H. Lawrence criticized the “photographic” idea of sculpture, as
opposed to the African commitment to “all-roundness” that
characterizes Moore’s work. My own commitment to the idea of
sculpture being all in the round rather than flat against the wall
has emerged in my installations in a fundamental but less obvious sense. Some installations document particularly well because
you see them from one angle like a theater set, mine less so
because they’re in the round and use sound, which goes back
to the very beginnings of my interest in African sculpture.
IC: Monument is a signature work from the 1980s, a moving exploration of how people continue to live through the thoughts and
voices of others. How did this work represent a breakthrough for
you?
SH: It was the first work I’d made like that. The photographs are
inset into a wall and presented with a park bench and sound. The
soundtrack is in analog format, so you can rewind the tape machine
and my voice unwinds in your ear in a physical way, which doesn’t
happen with digital. People approach the work from a distance,
move closer, stop, and read the panels, then notice that there’s

a place for them to sit, listen, and become part of the ensemble.
The memorials are from a London park, which is wonderful now,
but was overgrown and melancholy then, and I photographed them
because I found the texts poignant. People sat on benches with
their backs to the plaques, and I realized then the fate of memorials or monuments of any kind. They’re ignored, no one pays
attention to them. The idea of this invisibility became important
in the work.
IC: Monument also reflects on our difficult relationship with temporal existence.
SH: It was made up of one panel for each year of my life. The element of time, which is so important in sculpture, is fundamental
in this piece because the subjects of the texts exist longer as representations than as living creatures. If I die and someone keeps

Painting Block, 1971/84. Oil on canvas, cut and bound with thread, 11.5 x
16.5 x 7.3 cm.
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An Entertainment, 1990. 4 synchronized video projections and quadraphonic
sound, view of installation at Tate Britain.

situations in which people begin to understand something about
themselves, and this work does it without text or sound.
IC: In Belshazzar’s Feast, the central element is a television screen
set within the configuration of a living room. In movies, the
screen frequently serves as a paranormal device whose victims
become obsessed with occult transmissions. Here, it creates tension through its dual nature as an accepted everyday object that
nonetheless has the power to subsume us all. Can you discuss the
ideas behind this work and explain why the screen shows footage
of flames?
SH: Communication at a distance, starting with the radio and the
telephone, opened up new possibilities of spookiness in the history
of Western culture. Belshazzar’s Feast is based on newspaper
articles about apparitions appearing on screens after a broadcast
had ended. Marshall McLuhan had a very rational explanation
about the lure of television when he said that it had replaced the
living room hearth. Deconstructing television isn’t my primary
interest; I’m interested in the phenomena of reverie that can happen
regardless of what program is on, which is similar to what happens if you stare into a fire because of the little blips of light. If
you’re good at imagining, you’ll see pictures and make up a story.
It’s probably the origin of image-making. The biblical story of
Belshazzar’s Feast describes a collective hallucination in which
everyone sees a hand writing a message of doom. The relationship of that story to my piece is that numerous people rang the
BBC after the close of broadcast saying that they could still see
images, which they found very spooky. This work is about projection, which can be a source of great pleasure if you enjoy imagination, otherwise it’s scary.
IC: An Entertainment offers a moment of high drama, presenting
itself as a visual and acoustic shock to the senses. Here, the spectator
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a photograph of me, I’ll be around as a representation for other
people, not as myself, which is curious. Our society is obsessed
with conserving histories because we can’t conserve ourselves,
and I addressed this explicitly in the soundtrack. Monument is
built up around the idea of memory and commemoration, but it
doesn’t provide answers; it just raises more questions. Empirical
explanations don’t satisfy our yearnings for continuity. There’s a
kind of Hollywood mishmash of cult fantasies and beliefs, a desperate groping for something that used to be taken care of by
religion. A lot of work needs to be done to address these issues
because the fantastic explanations posited by physics about the
nature of reality don’t match the boring, commonsense, empirical view that’s pounded into society. When people wonder about
other possibilities, others usually laugh at them. It’s a big problem, and our society is in crisis. Do you feel that?
IC: Yes, I think we’ve reached a crisis point in terms of human consciousness. People still pursue answers, but these experiences
tend to be individual and quite insular rather than of collective
significance.
SH: In a recent work, From Here to Eternity, I explored the medieval idea of creating an altered state of consciousness by metaphorically undertaking the great pilgrimage to Jerusalem. The
work is based on the idea that time and space can be experienced
from a diagram. There are three slow, silent, video projections of
three different labyrinths with little dots going round a pathway,
similar to an early computer game graphic or a Frank Stella painting.
There’s something very interesting about the concept of a labyrinth as opposed to a maze. A maze is a place to get lost; a labyrinth
has only one right way to go, but it’s complicated, and you often
seem to be going backwards or in the wrong direction. You think
this can’t be right, but it is, and that’s why it’s such a great statement about life. If you follow the moving dots, you’ll feel your
attention moving from one side of your brain to the other in a
very physical way. My work is increasingly designed to create

Witness, 2000. Audio-sculpture with 400 speakers, wiring, steel structure, 10
CD players, switching equipment, and lights, detail of installation at Tate
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becomes the victim, boxed within a four-screen installation. Is it
important for you that viewers become complicit in the interpretation of a work, that by experiencing it they become something
like collaborators?
SH: In An Entertainment, I wanted to put the adult in the place
of the child, and the only way to revive the hypersensitivity of a
child was to make things big and make us feel small. All the repetitions in the piece are from Punch and Judy shows, and because
the puppets perform from a box, I thought, “Let’s put us in a box.”
I invented a projection system that surrounds the viewer with
images coming from all sides. I went to many puppet shows when
my son was growing up, and I’d hear the littlest children crying
and wanting to leave, and their parents saying, “Oh, look at Mr.
Punch, isn’t he funny” or “Don’t be so silly, there’s nothing frightening here.” I realized that denial is a ritual in our society—we’re
training to deny our own experiences and laugh at our fears. An
Entertainment has the attractiveness of a certain kind of fear
because it triggers childhood memories in which you’re terrified
of something that turns out not to be real. In childhood, you don’t
anticipate, and with An Entertainment, the sound and image suddenly come from behind, forcing you to turn around. This uncertainty is a deliberate part of the piece. With my installations, the
degree of involvement and three-dimensionality increases through
time, starting with Monument, which you can just walk past,
to An Entertainment and Witness, where they become greater.
IC: In Witness, hundreds of suspended microphones emit an insane
cacophony of voices recalling stories of alien encounters from
across the world. In the past, people looked to religious icons,
while contemporary witnesses often see spectral or extraterrestrial phenomena. Do you think this phenomenon represents a
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yearning for something greater than ourselves, something to make
our earthly existence more tolerable?
SH: In the past, there was a context for heightened psychological
experiences, which could be translated into known iconic figures
and therefore made acceptable. We’re now out on a limb with
this because society is more and more on the surface; we don’t
have metaphysical ponderings and depth. Freud said that the lost
pleasures of life on this earth are compensated for by a belief in
occult theories. He saw that there was a need and was sympathetic, even though he didn’t believe. That’s the place to be, tolerant but skeptical, and I think more work needs to be done on
these issues by psychologists and scientists.
In Witness, the UFO experiences usually begin when someone
is driving through empty countryside at night—the monotony
triggers receptivity. It’s hard to talk about these experiences, so
people create straightforward narratives. Was it an angel, a flying
saucer, or just a bright light? It depends on the person, and these
stories have a very long history. William Blake saw angels. Are
we supposed to mock Blake? No, I don’t think so. So what do we
do with the stories?
IC: Perhaps science ignores the workings of the subconscious mind
at its peril.
SH: Yes, and because we don’t allow people to have regular paths
to unconsciousness, certain issues become big social problems.
Everyone yearns for peace, but we have more war than ever because
unconsciously something’s happening and we can’t get at it. It
would require a fundamental shift of focus to change things, and
I can’t see how we’re going to achieve that. In Witness, these
experiences erupt in consciousness when the person is in a state
of receptivity. We have this capacity to see the most beautiful
things, which may be there or not. Scientists tell us that there
are nine dimensions, that everything’s happening simultaneously,
but how are we supposed to put that together with the stupidity
with which we’re brought up? We’re the prisoners of our senses,
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Above: Hand Grenades, 1969–72. Ashes of paintings in glass jars, rubber
stoppers, labels, and Pyrex bowl, 11 x 18 x 18 cm. Below: From the Freud
Museum, 1991–96. Vitrine, boxes, and video, view of installation at Tate
Britain, 2011.
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we have bodies, which is why people invented the idea of the soul.
I don’t think we’re ever going to resolve it, but it’s interesting
to provide experiences that allow people to think about it.
IC: The Last Silent Movie highlights 400 extinct languages, and The
J. Street Project is a collection of 303 street signs incorporating the
word “Jew.” Both works reflect on traces of individuals cast aside by
societal conventions. Is our civilization becoming more and more
homogenized, with individual traits conveniently erased?
SH: You could say that I’m erasing the individualism of streets
and languages by collecting them, but I’m not—I’m pointing
out their existence and uniqueness. In The Last Silent Movie, the
decision not to have pictures is important because it takes away
one of our senses. We listen to voices, and every voice is unique

like a fingerprint. We have a closeness when hearing the recorded
voice of someone who’s dead, because the voice is still living,
although that wasn’t my first intention, which was to look at the
phenomenon of disappearing languages. The fact that languages
are collected and shut away in academic archives is very peculiar.
So much effort is made by anthropologists and linguists to record
languages as the last speakers become old and fade away. We
should be asking, “Why are these languages dying? What’s going
on?” But we never ask these questions because we’re stuck on
the implications of our own way of life, which is eating up the rest
of the world. The Last Silent Movie and The J. Street Project are
about how to make that disappearance visible.
IC: From the Freud Museum responds to Freud’s lifelong passion
for collecting. The installation, which you’ve referred to as “an
archive of misunderstandings,” includes 50 archaeological storage boxes filled with mementos, relics, and talismans that you
acquired. Can you elaborate?
SH: Freud collected everything, and his collection was the kind
that any cultivated European of his period with sufficient income
would have acquired. I’m not saying that it wasn’t personal, but
it’s typical of a middle-class man of his time, whereas the things
I collected have no value other than that they are perplexing
or curious. The misunderstandings are of various kinds. Each box
has its own title referring to a particular discourse—art history,
anthropology, psychoanalysis. They’re juxtaposed randomly so that
the different perspectives problematize each other, with each
individual box deciphering other kinds of misunderstandings. One
box holds colored salt from a mine near Auschwitz that contains
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Home Nursing: Homage to Joseph Beuys, 1969–2011. Vitrine, boxes, and
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video, view of installation at Tate Britain, 2011.

beautiful carvings made by the miners and a ballroom with semitransparent walls that glow when lamps are placed behind them.
It was used as a TB sanatorium because of the pure air and as a
facility for advanced technologies because there was no dust. One
of these advanced technologies was the basis for a Nazi armament
factory using slave labor. Hundreds of people died, but the tour
and the tourist map of the mine don’t mention the slave labor
camp. I found a book about this mine with a chapter on the camp.
So, I placed a photocopy of the tourist map in the box with these
lovely orange, green, and gray samples of salt, drawing the location of the slave labor camp in red. That kind of juxtaposition is
what the boxes are about.
Another box contains a praying mantis in a painstakingly made
glass coffin, with a big red glass jewel set in the top. I juxtaposed
this with an excerpt from a 1970s House of Lords debate on UFOs,
because the words “mantis” and “mantic” relate to prophecy and
supernatural knowledge. I thought of someone placing a praying
mantis in a coffin, thinking it was a creature from outer space,
ceremonially treating it as though it were holy. The fact that the
House of Lords had an official debate on UFOs was irresistible to
me. A touch of humor had to enter into this work from time to
time, which relates to Freud’s idea of the joke, the misreading,
and the omission. The individual boxes work by association, and
viewer associations probably override my own.
IC: You’ve created a series of “Homages” to 20th-century artists
and writers including Marcel Duchamp, Gertrude Stein, and Joseph
Beuys. All were radical thinkers, but why did you select them?
SH: I’m interested in what’s hidden, left out, or continues to haunt
us. The history of Modernist art includes elements from occult traditions that are underplayed or ignored. These artists and others
of their generation transmitted occult concepts down to the present. For many years after he gave up retinal painting, Duchamp
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quested for a vehicle. It isn’t generally acknowledged that he went
through various occult movements before finally ending up with
alchemy. He was interested in human auras, and Portrait of Dr.
Dumouchel portrays his friend, a radiographer, with auras. Duchamp
deliberately conflated the idea of the occult aura with the light
of radiography. I wanted to take that further and explore what
that means in a digital age.
As a student of psychology, Gertrude Stein had conducted experiments on automatic writing, which she spent the rest of her life
denying. Behind the New York Public Library is a sculpture of her
by Jo Davidson. It’s a conventional figurative sculpture, but he’s
exaggerated her fatness, which I also wanted to reflect on in my
piece. I found a wonderful, rounded piece of art deco furniture,
which I stacked with books on automatic writing, books on using
the other side of your brain, and books about new concepts of the
human being as a result of some advanced thinking at the time. So
Homage to Gertrude Stein emphasizes the implications of an
aspect of her work that tends to be suppressed or ignored.
Beuys haunts contemporary art, and his controversial pose as a
shaman mediating between two worlds has both seduced and
repelled people. I was interested in representing how he tried to
stay on the edge of that by using bottles of holy water. All waters
are in constant circulation, so water from one place probably isn’t
any more holy than water from another. The U.K. has a super-abundance of holy springs, and I started collecting the water years ago.
This work situates the holy waters in a felt-lined vitrine and connects Beuys to a current of popular belief that is both credulous
and skeptical, because even though people return from official
sites like Lourdes with water, I don’t believe they think it’s actually
magic. Beuys was trying to create a bridge between some of the
things we’ve been talking about, but his shamanistic pose and
biography as a celebrity create a problem. It’s an encouragement
for credulity rather than for thinking.
Ina Cole is a writer based in the U.K.
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